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Sources : Rathinasabapathy, a retired rogue police officer is planning to create

caste clashes in western belt.

Following the announcement of a committee by TN govt for finalising the

modalities for caste census, this Rathinasabapathy a fanatic Gounder has formed

1/n

a new outfit called, “Rights of Backward Communities”. Rich Gounders, retired Gounder officers are part of this outfit. The

said Rathinasabapathy in a meeting of this outfit, said, “the castes of enumerators who would visit households for census

should be made public. 2/n

If a particular caste person (implying dalit) is sent for enumeration, he will give wrong data”

This outfit also demands removal of creamy layer for OBCs.

A background about this Rathinasabapathy. He belongs to of 1976 batch of Sub-Inspector. 3/n

In the year 2000 he was AC Intelligence Services (IS) in Coimbatore. It was just two years after the 1998 Coimbatore bomb

blast. This Rathinasabapathy sent a false report to govt, just ahead of budget session that there is going to another serial

blast in Coimbatore. 4/n

Following the serial blasts in 1998, intelligence and security apparatus was strengthened and there was absolutely no

possibility of such an incident. The said Rathinasabapathy, sent this false report with an intention to get medal. 5/n

He runs an outfit for Gounders, in the name of Global Kongu Foundation. The motive of this outfit is to prevent inter-caste

marriages.

He also runs another firm called, SS Global Ventures. This firm, openly claims that it comprises of retired officers, 6/n

who will help in getting Patta, Chitta, Survey Records, etc. It also claims that this firm can help in getting NOCs, licences / 

clearances under Mines and Minerals Act.
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To put it in simple words, 7/n

they will get things done by paying bribe to government officers after getting commission. Most of the members of this firm

are retired corrupt officers say, sources. 8/n

https://t.co/oBQaxuixWw

This Rathinasabapathy, paid 3 crores during 2006 DMK tenure and became a DMK member. The DVAC registered a case

against him and his residence was searched. 9/n

https://t.co/0QpkcM4fmn

The outfit “Rights of Backward Communities” has all the potential to create a caste clash which has not reared its ugly head

since the nineties. The activities of Rathinasabapathy, needs to be monitored very closely. 10/10
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